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Arduino 2 - Iteration and Introduction to State
The story so far

setup(): runs once at the start of our sketch
loop(): repeats forever
simple statements

a = 1; // set a to have the value 1
a = 1; // set a to have the value 1
a = a + 10;  // add 10 to whatever value a has now, then assign that new value to a
a += 10; //  a shorter way of saying the previous, like a contraction in english
a++; //  add one to a then assign that new value back to a.  we say, "increment a by one".

if() lets us test a variable and take a conditional action based on the result of that test.  Remember the 
difference between "=" and "=="?

// if a has a value larger than 255, set a to have the value 0;
if (a > 255) {
   a = 0;
}
// if count is exactly equal to 5, then set a pin high
if (count == 5) {
  digitalWrite(13, HIGHI);
}

The for loop, your new best friend
What if you want to make an LED glow and dim when you press a switch?

  The first thing most people try doesn't work as expected.   Try it out and see what it does
int ledPin = 14;
int switchPin = 10;
int statusLed = 13;
int brightness = 0;

void setup()
{
  pinMode(ledPin, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(statusLed, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(switchPin, INPUT);
}

void loop()
{
  digitalWrite(statusLed, HIGH);
  delay(100);   
  digitalWrite(statusLed, LOW);

  if (brightness > 255)  {
    brightness = 0;
  }

  // this is a contraction in Arduino, like saying "won't" instead
  // of "will not" in English
  brightness++;
  // same as   brightness += 1;
  // which is the same as brightness = brightness +1;

  if (digitalRead(switchPin) == HIGH) {
    analogWrite(ledPin, brightness);
  }
  else {
    digitalWrite(ledPin, LOW);
  }
}

What you really wanted it to do is "when the switch is pressed, make the led go from off to bright then from 
bright back to off slowly enough so that it glows" .    That is, if the switch is pressed we want to do something 
like loop(), but we want to limit it to goingf from 0 to 255 then from 255 back to 0.
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In Arduino, we do this using something called the "for loop".
Three are actually three types of loop, we'll only focus on one today.  The other two are listed here so you 
can recognize them if you're looking at someone else's code

for (start condition;  continue test ; every loop do this) { statements }
while (condition is true) { statements }
do { statements } while (condition is true)

the for() loop is your friend
you tell it how to start
you tell it how long to loop
you tell it what it has to do each time at the start of the loop, before it executes any of the statements

syntax:  for ( starting_statement;   test_to_continue;  statement_to_do_each_loop; ) { loop_statements }
starting_statement  is a regular statement, typically setting a variable to an initial value.
test_to_continue is a conditional statement, like you'd use in the parenthesis of  an if () statement
statement_to_do_each_loop is a statement that gets performed every time through the loop, immediately 
before the first of the loop_statements
loop_statements are the things to do *in* the loop itself.

for() loops are not always obvious at first, but some examples will help
void loop() {
// this will print the numbers 1 through 5 on the serial port.  because it's in a loop(), it will do it over and over and over
int count = 1;
for (count = 1;  count < 6; count++) {
   Serial.println(count);
   }
}

void loop()
{
  // this will blink a LED 10 times then delay for one second
  // get used to seeing the use of a single character "i" as a variable declared in the loop, this is something a lot of
  // software developers do:
  for (int i = 0; i < 10; i++) { // in other words, create an int named i and set it to 0 just for this loop
    digitalWrite(13, HIGH);
    delay(100);
    digitalWrite(13, LOW);
    delay(100);
  }
  delay(1000);
}

Note:   In C, the language Arduino is based upon, developers usually start counting at 0 instead of 1.  This is 
called "zero indexing".    In the previous example, we said i = 0 then i < 10.  If you count from 0 to 9, that's 10 
numbers.    If I had said  "for (i = 0; I < 11; i++)", then the loop would execute 11 times, not 10.
Now, let's use two for loops to make an LED glow on and off.  The first loop will make the LED go from dark 
to bright, the next from bright to dark.   Try this out on your Arduino and then experiment with the values 
"dim" and "bright".   For example, try setting dim to be 128 instead of 0.

int ledPin = 11;
int switchPin = 10;
int statusLed = 13;
int brightness = 0; // how bright the LED will be

//  
int dim = 128;        // what's the darkest we ever want the LED?
int bright = 255;   // and how bright do we want it to get

void setup()
{
  pinMode(ledPin, OUTPUT);

  pinMode(statusLed, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(switchPin, INPUT);
  Serial.begin(9600);
}

void loop()
{
// flash the status LED every time we go through loop() so that we know things are working
digitalWrite(statusLed, HIGH);
delay(100);
digitalWrite(statusLed, LOW);

// start with brightness equal to the dimmest setting.
// as long as brightness is less than bright, it's ok to go into the loop
// before doing the first statement in the loop, increment brightness by one
// ==> at the start of the next loop, the test of "brightness < bright" will happen
// again.  When brightness is greater than bright, the loop will be considered
// finished and Arduino will execute the next statement, the second for loop
 for (brightness = dim ; brightness < bright; brightness++) {
   analogWrite(ledPin, brightness);
   delay(5);
 }

// the second for loop does the opposite of the first.  It starts out by
// setting brightness equal to the brightest value
// as long as brightness is greater than the dimmest value keep doing the loop
// each time through the loop, decrement brightness by one.   The decrement
// operator "--" is the opposite of the increment operator "++".
 for (brightness = bright; brightness > dim; brightness--) {
   analogWrite(ledPin, brightness);
    delay(5);
 }
}
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use a switch to determine which LED to pulse
int redLed = 11;
int yellowLed = 12;
int switchPin = 10;
int statusLed = 13;
int brightness = 0;

void setup()
{
  pinMode(redLed, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(yellowLed, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(statusLed, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(switchPin, INPUT);
}

// Use a switch to determine which of two LEDs to light up.
// This is a more compact version of the previous example.
// - the code to blink the status LED is now in a subroutine
// - the code to make an LED glow is now in a subroutine that takes 
//   an argument of which pin to glow
// 
// the reason we moved the for loops into their own subroutine is
// that we need to do change which LED we pulse based on the status
// of the switch.   Since it's exactly the same activity for each led,
// it's better to have a subroutine instead of two different sets of for loops,
// one for each color of LED

void loop()
{
//  call the blinkStatus() subroutine to blink the status LED
  blinkStatus();

// if the switch is pressed, light up the red led using the pulseLed subroutine
  if (digitalRead(switchPin) == HIGH) {
    pulseLed(redLed);
  }
  // if the switch is open, light up the yellow led using the pulseLed subroutine
  else {
    pulseLed(yellowLed);
  }

}

// this is the sort of simple subroutine we talked about earlier
// you call it with the pin number of the LED that you want to pulse on and off.
void pulseLed(int pin) {
  
  for (brightness = 0; brightness < 255; brightness++) {
    analogWrite(pin, brightness);
    delay(5);
  }

  for (brightness = 255; brightness > 0; brightness--) {
    analogWrite(pin, brightness);
    delay(5);
  }

} // end of the pulseLed subroutine

// the subroutine that blinks the status LED.  It doesn't take any
// arguments because we've defined the statusLed at the start of the program.
// if you wanted two different status LEDs for some reason, you'd need to make
// this take an argument in the same way that pulseLed does
void blinkStatus()
{
  digitalWrite(statusLed, HIGH);
  delay(100);
  digitalWrite(statusLed, LOW);

}
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// - the code to make an LED glow is now in a subroutine that takes 
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// 
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// that we need to do change which LED we pulse based on the status
// of the switch.   Since it's exactly the same activity for each led,
// it's better to have a subroutine instead of two different sets of for loops,
// one for each color of LED

void loop()
{
//  call the blinkStatus() subroutine to blink the status LED
  blinkStatus();

// if the switch is pressed, light up the red led using the pulseLed subroutine
  if (digitalRead(switchPin) == HIGH) {
    pulseLed(redLed);
  }
  // if the switch is open, light up the yellow led using the pulseLed subroutine
  else {
    pulseLed(yellowLed);
  }

}

// this is the sort of simple subroutine we talked about earlier
// you call it with the pin number of the LED that you want to pulse on and off.
void pulseLed(int pin) {
  
  for (brightness = 0; brightness < 255; brightness++) {
    analogWrite(pin, brightness);
    delay(5);
  }

  for (brightness = 255; brightness > 0; brightness--) {
    analogWrite(pin, brightness);
    delay(5);
  }

} // end of the pulseLed subroutine

// the subroutine that blinks the status LED.  It doesn't take any
// arguments because we've defined the statusLed at the start of the program.
// if you wanted two different status LEDs for some reason, you'd need to make
// this take an argument in the same way that pulseLed does
void blinkStatus()
{
  digitalWrite(statusLed, HIGH);
  delay(100);
  digitalWrite(statusLed, LOW);

}
when to use for loops

if you're doing something  a bunch of times times, you don't need to cut-and-copy lines
what's the best way to make an LED blink 10 times?

copying and pasting these four lines 10 times?
digitalWrite(13, HIGH);
delay(200);
digitalWrite(13, LOW);
delay(200:

or using this for loop?

// blink the LED 10 times
for (int i =0;  i < 10; i++) {

digitalWrite(13, HIGH);
delay(200);
digitalWrite(13, LOW);
delay(200:

 }

The same goes for reading a sensor 5 times to take an average.
This is a very clean way to read a sensor 60 times over the course
of a minute and take an average of those 60 readings

// read a pin 60 times and take an average
for (int i = 0; i < 60; i++) {
temp = analogRead(thermostat);

tempSum += temp;
delay(1000);  // wait a second before reading the thermostat again
}
tempAverage = tempSun / 5;
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doing something over and over but changing a value
pulse led (that we just did)

another important loop that we mentioned, but didn't go into detail about  is the while() loop.
while ( test_condition ) { do_these_statements }

// as long as sensor is HIGH, keep calling pulseLED on the red Led pin
while (sensor == HIGH)
{
pulseLed(redLed);
sensor = digitalRead(switchPin);  // read the value of the switch to see if it's changed yet
}

Use of state to control what's going on in your program
what is state?   what does it mean in English, not talking about computers?

what's your state of mind right now?   If you're tired, you can go to bed, then you can wake up.  Can you go 
from tired to waking up without going to bed?   If you're hungry, you can get to satiated by eating too much.  
Can you get there without eating?
what's the state of the union?  Where can it go from here and how?
what's the state of your project?  Planning?  Working on it?  Finished?  Can you go from Planning to 
Finished without Working on it?

why is state important in computing?
in the real world, your state determines what actions you can or should take next

if you're hungry, you eat, then you become full
if you're tired, you sleep, then you can wake up.
if you're asleep, you can't eat breakfast until you wake up.

state diagrams easy to draw with circles and arrows, but there are all sorts of official languages in the real 
world.  We'll stick to circles and arrows.  See the state-examples.pdf
"state diagram" is a fundamental concept that can be used in all sorts of design, computation, social 
interaction, modeling, etc.   It's a good thing to know even if you drop the class tomorrow, because if you're 
working in any sort of interaction design or software development, you'll use state machines sooner or later.

draw a state diagram
show how each state can be a subroutine/function

in computing, we use it to change how we interact with the world.  A state diagram turns into a state 
machine, and the state machine exhibits the behavior we desire.

video games have four states:  attract, play, reward, punish
a simple switch / LED has two states:  on and off
a MOB (Mobile OBject in a video game, usually something trying to kill you or that you have to kill) has 
states that take player actions as inputs then decide the next state based on an internal script

searching - trying to find you.  Are you weaker than the MOB?  Then ATTACK!
attacking - trying to kill you.  Is the MOB winning or Losing?  Winning: keep attacking.  Losing: Flee!
flee - run away from you as fast as possible. Once you're a certain distance away, the MOB goes back 
to searching.

A really smart mob might have more states
hide:  if it sees you first, and you're more powerful, it tries to hide
call for help:  if you're in combat and it's losing, before it goes to "flee" it might try calling for help

A vendor in a video game has states
waiting for a customer
showing a customer their wares
exchanging money for a good
thanking the customer for their visit

How are a video game vendor's states different than a vendor in a real store?  Do they have similar state 
machines at the most basic level?

So why do we care about state diagrams and state machines?
state machines are fundamental building block of any sort of interaction.   They already exist in nature, we're 
simply making abstract representations of them so we can then implement them on the Arduino
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So why do we care about state diagrams and state machines?
state machines are fundamental building block of any sort of interaction.   They already exist in nature, we're 
simply making abstract representations of them so we can then implement them on the Arduino
state diagrams are a way to define what your interactive object does.   It's easy to say, "it's a puppy that gets 
sad when it's lonely and happy when you pet it then gets angry and tries to bite you if you pet it too much".  
But how/where do you define what happy, sad and angry actually do?  How do you describe the state 
transitions from "lonely" to "happy" in a visual way?


